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ON THE LOCAL DENSITY FORMULA AND THE GROSS-KEATING
INVARIANT WITH AN APPENDIX ‘THE LOCAL DENSITY OF A
BINARY QUADRATIC FORM’ BY T. IKEDA AND H. KATSURADA
SUNGMUN CHO
Abstract. T. Ikeda and H. Katsurada have developed the theory of the Gross-Keating invari-
ant of a quadratic form in their recent papers [IK1] and [IK2]. In particular, they prove that the
local factor of the Fourier coefficients of the Siegel-Eisenstein series is completely determined
by the Gross-Keating invariant with extra datum, called the extended GK datum, in [IK2].
On the other hand, such local factor is a special case of the local densities for a pair of two
quadratic forms. Thus we propose a general question if the local density can be determined by
certain series of the Gross-Keating invariants and the extended GK datums.
In this paper, we prove that the answer to this question is affirmative, for the local density
of a single quadratic form defined over an unramified finite extension of Z2. In the appendix,
T. Ikeda and H. Katsurada compute the local density formula of a single binary quadratic form
defined over any finite extension of Z2.
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1. Introduction
In 1993, B. Gross and K. Keating defined certain invariant of a ternary quadratic form over
Zp, in order to formulate the arithmetic intersection number over the moduli stack of elliptic
curves in [GK93]. This invariant has been generalized to quadratic forms of any degree over a
local field, and is now called the Gross-Keating invariant.
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The application of the Gross-Keating invariant had been forgotten for a while after the work
of Gross and Keating. It was T. Ikeda and H. Katsurada who recently developed the the-
ory of the Gross-Keating invariant in [IK1] and discovered its importance to the study of the
Fourier coefficients of the Siegel-Eisenstein series with any degree and with any weight in [IK2].
Furthermore, it has been revealed that the Gross-Keating invariant plays a key role to investi-
gate the analogy between intersection numbers on orthogonal Shimura varieties and the Fourier
coefficients of the Siegel-Eisenstein series in Kudla’s program in [CY]. The formula of the Gross-
Keating invariant over an unramified finite extension of Z2 is explained in [CIKY1] and [CIKY2].
On the other hand, the local density, denoted by α(L,L′), of a pair of two quadratic lattices
(L,QL) and (L
′, QL′) defined over a finite extension of Zp, involves a crucial information to the
number of representations of a global quadratic form, which is a central problem in the theory
of Siegel-Weil formula as well as in the arithmetic theory of quadratic forms. The special but
important cases of the local density α(L,L′) are as follows:
(1) if L′ is a hyperbolic space so that L′ is isometric to(
0 1/2
1/2 0
)
⊥ · · · ⊥
(
0 1/2
1/2 0
)
,
then the associated local density α(L,L′) is the local factor of the Fourier coefficients of
the Siegel-Eisenstein series.
(2) If L = L′, then the local density α(L,L) is the local factor of the Smith-Minkowski-Siegel
mass formula, which is an essential tool for the classification of integral quadratic lattices
(over a finite extension of Z). We refer to the introduction of [Cho15] for history of the
local density of a single quadratic form.
Recently in [IK2], Ikeda and Katsurada show that the local density in the above case (1) is
completely determined by the Gross-Keating invariant with extra datum, called the extended
GK datum. Along with their observation, we generalize their philosophy formulated in the
following question:
Problem 1.1. Can the local density α(L,L′) be determined by certain Gross-Keating invariants
and extended GK datums?
The purpose of this paper is to answer to this question in the case (2) listed above when L = L′
is defined over a finite unramified extension of Z2. In the author’s previous paper [Cho15], the
local density formula of this case is described in terms of certain smooth group schemes. The
main theorem of our paper is the following:
Theorem 1.2. (Theorem 4.11) For a quadratic lattice (L,QL) defined over a finite unramified
extension of Z2, the local density is completely determined by certain series of Gross-Keating
invariants and (truncated) extended GK datums.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will explain notations and definitions of
the Gross-Keating invariant and the extended GK datum, taken from [IK1] for synchronization.
In Section 3, we will recall the local density formula given in the author’s previous paper [Cho15].
In Section 4, we will prove the above Theorem 1.2, by introducing the ‘truncated’ extended GK
datum (cf. Section 4.3) which is much simpler than the extended GK datum. Appendix is
written by T. Ikeda and H. Katsurada to compute the local density of binary quadratic forms
over any finite extension of Z2.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to express deep appreciation to Professors T.
Ikeda and H. Katsurada for many fruitful discussions and for providing the appendix.
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2. Notation and definition
2.1. Notation.
• Let F be a finite field extension of Qp, and o = oF its ring of integers. The maximal
ideal and the residue field of o are denoted by p and k, respectively. We put q = [o : p].
• F is said to be dyadic if q is even.
• We fix a prime element ̟ of o once and for all.
• The order of x ∈ F× is given by ord(x) = n for x ∈ ̟no×. We understand ord(0) = +∞.
• Put F×2 = {x2 |x ∈ F×}. Similarly, we put o×2 = {x2 |x ∈ o×}.
• We consider an o-lattice L with a quadratic form QL : L → o. We denote by a pair
(L,QL) a quadratic lattice. Let 〈−,−〉QL be the symmetric bilinear form on L such that
〈x, y〉QL =
1
2
(QL(x+ y)−QL(x)−QL(y)).
We assume that V = L⊗o F is nondegenerate with respect to 〈−,−〉QL .
• A quadratic lattice L is the orthogonal sum of sublattices L1 and L2, written L = L1⊕L2,
if L1 ∩ L2 = 0, L1 is orthogonal to L2 with respect to the symmetric bilinear form
〈−,−〉QL , and L1 and L2 together span L.
• When R is a ring, the set of m× n matrices with entry in R is denoted by Mmn(R) or
Mm,n(R). As usual, Mn(R) = Mn,n(R).
• The identity matrix of size n is denoted by 1n.
• For X1 ∈ Ms(R) and X2 ∈ Mt(R), the matrix
(
X1 0
0 X2
)
∈ Ms+t(R) is denoted by
X1 ⊥ X2.
• The diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are b1, . . ., bn is denoted by diag(b1, . . . , bn) =
(b1) ⊥ · · · ⊥ (bn).
• Let (a1, · · · , am) and (b1, · · · , bn) be non-decreasing sequences consisting of non-negative
integers. Then (a1, · · · , am) ∪ (b1, · · · , bn) is defined as the non-decreasing sequence
(c1, · · · , cn+m) such that {c1, · · · , cn+m} = {a1, · · · , am} ∪ {b1, · · · , bn} as sets. For
example, (0, 1, 4) ∪ (1, 3) = (0, 1, 1, 3, 4).
• For a = (a1, · · · , an) with an integer ai, the sum a1 + · · · + an is denoted by |a|.
• For a = (a1, · · · , an) with an integer ai, the first m-tuple (a1, · · · , am) with m ≤ n is
denoted by a(m).
• The set of symmetric matrices B ∈ Mn(F ) of size n is denoted by Symn(F ). Similarly,
define Symn(o).
• For B ∈ Symn(F ) and X ∈ GLn(F ), we set B[X] = tXBX.
• When G is a subgroup of GLn(F ), we shall say that two elements B1, B2 ∈ Symn(F ) are
called G-equivalent, if there is an element X ∈ G such that B1[X] = B2.
2.2. Gross-Keating invariants. In this subsection, we explain the definition of the Gross-
Keating invariant and collect some theorems, taken from [IK1]. We say that B = (bij) ∈
Symn(F ) is a half-integral symmetric matrix if
bii ∈ oF (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
2bij ∈ oF (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n).
The set of all half-integral symmetric matrices of size n is denoted by Hn(o). An element
B ∈ Hn(o) is non-degenerate if detB 6= 0. The set of all non-degenerate elements of Hn(o) is
denoted by Hndn (o). For B = (bij)1≤i,j≤n ∈ Hn(o) and 1 ≤ m ≤ n, we denote the upper left
m×m submatrix (bij)1≤i,j≤m ∈ Hm(o) by B(m).
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When two elements B,B′ ∈ Hn(o) are GLn(o)-equivalent, we just say they are equivalent and
write B ∼ B′. The equivalence class of B is denoted by {B}, i.e., {B} = {B[U ] |U ∈ GLn(o)}.
Definition 2.1. ([IK1], Definitions 0.1 and 0.2)
(1) Let B = (bij) ∈ Hndn (o). Let S(B) be the set of all non-decreasing sequences (a1, . . . , an) ∈
Zn≥0 such that
ord(bii) ≥ ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
ord(2bij) ≥ (ai + aj)/2 (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n).
Put
S({B}) =
⋃
B′∈{B}
S(B′) =
⋃
U∈GLn(o)
S(B[U ]).
The Gross-Keating invariant GK(B) of B is the greatest element of S({B}) with respect
to the lexicographic order  on Zn≥0.
(2) A symmetric matrix B(∈ Hndn (o)) is called optimal if GK(B) ∈ S(B).
(3) If B is a symmetric matrix associated to a quadratic lattice (L,QL), then GK(L), called
the Gross-Keating invariant of (L,QL), is defined by GK(B). GK(L) is independent of
the choice of a matrix B.
It is known that the set S({B}) is finite (cf. [IK1]), which explains well-definedness of GK(B).
We can also see that GK(B) depends on the equivalence class of B. A sequence of length 0
is denoted by ∅. When B is the empty matrix, we understand GK(B) = ∅. By definition, a
non-degenerate half-integral symmetric matrix B ∈ Hndn (o) is equivalent to an optimal form.
For B ∈ Hndn (o), we put DB = (−4)[n/2] detB. If n is even, we denote the discriminant ideal
of F (
√
DB)/F by DB. We put
ξB =


1 if DB ∈ F×2,
−1 if F (√DB)/F is unramified and [F (
√
DB) : F ] = 2,
0 if F (
√
DB)/F is ramified.
Definition 2.2. ([IK1], Definition 0.3) For B ∈ Hndn (o), we put
∆(B) =
{
ord(DB) if n is odd,
ord(DB)− ord(DB) + 1− ξ2B if n is even.
Note that if n is even, then
∆(B) =
{
ord(DB) if ord(DB) = 0,
ord(DB)− ord(DB) + 1 if ord(DB) > 0.
One of main results of [IK1] is the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1 ([IK1], Theorem 0.1). For B ∈ Hndn (o), we have
|GK(B)| = ∆(B).
Definition 2.3. ([IK1], Definition 0.4) The Clifford invariant of B ∈ Hndn (o) is the Hasse
invariant of the Clifford algebra (resp. the even Clifford algebra) of B if n is even (resp. odd).
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We denote the Clifford invariant of B by ηB . If B is GLn(F )-equivalent to diag(b
′
1, . . . , b
′
n),
then
ηB =〈−1,−1〉[(n+1)/4]〈−1,detB〉[(n−1)/2]
∏
i<j
〈b′i, b′j〉
=


〈−1,−1〉m(m−1)/2〈−1,detB〉m−1
∏
i<j
〈b′i, b′j〉 if n = 2m,
〈−1,−1〉m(m+1)/2〈−1,detB〉m
∏
i<j
〈b′i, b′j〉 if n = 2m+ 1.
Here, 〈−,−〉 is the quadratic Hilbert symbol. If H ∈ Hnd2 (o) is GL2(F )-isomorphic to a hyper-
bolic plane, then ηB⊥H = ηB . In particular, if n is odd, then we have
ηB =
{
1 if B is split over F , that is, the associated Witt index is n−12 ,
−1 otherwise.
The following theorem is necessary to define the extended GK datum, which will be explained
in the next subsection.
Theorem 2.2 ([IK1], Theorem 0.4). Let B,B1 ∈ Hndn (o). Suppose that B ∼ B1 and both B
and B1 are optimal. Let a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) = GK(B) = GK(B1). Suppose that ak < ak+1 for
1 ≤ k < n. Then the following assertions (1) and (2) hold.
(1) If k is even, then ξB(k) = ξB(k)1
.
(2) If k is odd, then ηB(k) = ηB(k)1
.
2.3. The extended GK datum. Ikeda and Katsurada further impose more condition to the
Gross-Keating invariant, called the extended GK datum. We will also give a detailed definition
of this, taken from [IK1].
Definition 2.4 ([IK2], Definition 3.1). Let a = (a1, · · · , an) be a non-decreasing sequence of
non-negative integers. Write a as
a = (m1, · · · ,m1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n1
, · · · ,mr, · · · ,mr︸ ︷︷ ︸
nr
)
with m1 < · · · < mr and n = n1 + · · ·+ nr. For s = 1, 2, · · · , r, put
n∗s =
s∑
u=1
nu,
and
Is = {n∗s−1 + 1, n∗s−1 + 2, · · · , n∗s}.
Here, we let n∗0 = 0.
Definition 2.5. ([IK1], Definition 6.3) We define the extended GK datum as follows.
(1) Let B ∈ Hndn (o) be an optimal form such that GK(B) = a = (a1, . . . , an). We define
ζs = ζs(B) by
ζs = ζs(B) =
{
ξB(n∗s ) if n
∗
s is even,
ηB(n∗s ) if n
∗
s is odd.
Then the extended GK datum of B, denoted by EGK(B), is defined as follows:
EGK(B) = (n1, . . . , nr;m1, . . . ,mr; ζ1, . . . , ζr).
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Here, the integers ni’s andmj’s are obtained from GK(B) = (a1, · · · , an) as in Definition
2.4.
(2) For B ∈ Hndn (o), we define EGK(B) = EGK(B′), where B′ is an optimal form equivalent
to B. This definition does not depend on the choice of an optimal form B′ by Theorem
2.2.
(3) If B is a symmetric matrix associated to a quadratic lattice (L,QL), then EGK(L),
called the extended GK datum of (L,QL), is defined by EGK(B).
Clearly, EGK(B) (or EGK(L)) depends only on the isomorphism class of B by Theorem 2.2.
2.4. Definition of local density. In this subsection, we explain a definition of the local density
in the general case, taken from Section 5 of [IK2].
For m ≥ n ≥ 1, A ∈ Hm(o), B ∈ Hn(o), we put
AN (B,A) = {X = (xij) ∈ Mmn(o)/pNMmn(o) | A[X]−B ∈ pNHn(o)}.
Then the local density α(B,A) is defined by
α(B,A) = lim
N→∞
(qN )−mn+
n(n+1)
2 ♯AN (B,A).
Here, if N > 2ord(DB), then the value
(qN )−mn+
n(n+1)
2 ♯AN (B,A)
does not depend on N .
Equivalently, we have
α(B,A) =
∫
y∈Symn(F )
∫
x∈Mmn(o)
ψ (tr(y(A[x]−B))) dx dy
for an additive character ψ of F with order 0. Here the integral
∫
y∈Symn(F )
with respect to
y ∈ Symn(F ) should be interpreted by
lim
N→∞
∫
y∈̟−NL
for some fixed lattice L ⊂ Symn(F ).
Let (L,QL) be a quadratic o-lattice associated with B ∈ Hndn (o). The orthogonal group
G = OQF is an algebraic group defined over F . The local density for a single quadratic lattice
(L,QL), denoted by β(L) or β(B), is defined by
β(L) =
1
[G : G◦]
α(B,B).
Here, G◦ is the identity component of G.
3. The local density formula of a single quadratic lattice
In this section, we recall the local density formula of β(L) given in [Cho15]. We assume that F
is an unramified finite field extension of Q2. We follow the formulation of [Cho15]. Let (L,QL)
be a quadratic lattice associated to B ∈ Hndn (o). We first collect necessary settings below.
(1) Recall that the bilinear form 〈x, y〉QL is defined by
〈x, y〉QL =
1
2
(QL(x+ y)−QL(x)−QL(y)).
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(2) The scale s(L) and the norm n(L) are defined by
s(L) ={〈x, y〉QL | x, y ∈ L},
n(L) =the fractional ideal generated by {QL(x) | x ∈ L}.
(3) The dual lattice L♯ is defined by
L♯ = {x ∈ L⊗ F | 〈x,L〉QL ⊂ o}.
(4) L is called a unimodular lattice if L = L♯.
(5) A unimodular lattice L is of parity type I if n(L) = o otherwise of parity type II.
(6) (L,QL) is modular if (L, a
−1QL) is unimodular for some a ∈ o\{0}, where a is unique
up to a unit, and in this case the parity type of (L,QL) is defined to be the parity type
of (L, a−1QL). The zero lattice is considered to be of parity type II.
(7) Let B(L), the sublattice of L such that B(L)/2L is the kernel of the linear form 2−s(L)QL
mod 2 on L/2L. Here, s(L) is the integer such that s(L) = (2s(L)).
(8) Moreover, let Z(L), the sublattice of L such that Z(L)/2L is the kernel of the quadratic
form 2−s(L)−1QL mod 2 on B(L)/2L.
Let
L =
⊕
i
Li
be a Jordan splitting. We assume s(Li) = (2
i), allowing Li to be the zero lattice. Put ni =
rankoLi and 

Ai = {x ∈ L | 〈x,L〉QL ∈ 2io} = L ∩ 2iL♯;
Bi = B(Ai);
Zi = Z(Ai).
Then Zi is the sublattice of Bi such that Zi/2Ai is the kernel of the quadratic form
1
2i+1
QL mod
2 on Bi/2Ai. Let V¯i = Bi/Zi and q¯i denote the nonsingular quadratic form
1
2i+1
QL mod 2 on
V¯i.
We assign a type to each Li as follows:

I if Li is of parity type I,
Io if Li is of parity type I and the rank of Li is odd,
Ie if Li is of parity type I and the rank of Li is even,
II if Li is of parity type II.
In addition, we say that Li is{
bound if at least one of Li−1 or Li+1 is of parity type I,
free if both Li−1 and Li+1 are of parity type II.
Assume that a lattice Li is free of type I
e. We denote by V¯i the k-vector space Bi/Zi. Then we
say that Li is {
of type Ie1 if the dimension of V¯i is odd,
of type Ie2 otherwise.
Notice that each type of Li is independent of the choice of a Jordan splitting.
Let G be the smooth integral model of G = OQF . The readers are referred to the beginning
of Section 3 of [Cho15] for the definition of smooth integral model. The special fibre of G is
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denoted by G˜. Then there exists a surjective morphism ϕ (cf. Theorem 4.1 in [Cho15])
ϕ =
∏
i
ϕi : G˜ −→
∏
i
O(V¯i, q¯i)
red.
The image Im ϕi is described as follows (cf. Remark 4.3 in [Cho15]).
Type of lattice Li Im ϕi
Io, free O(ni − 1, q¯i)
Ie1, free SO(ni − 1, q¯i)
Ie2, free O(ni − 2, q¯i)
II, free O(ni, q¯i)
Io, bound SO(ni, q¯i)
Ie, bound SO(ni − 1, q¯i)
II, bound SO(ni + 1, q¯i)
Put
• α is the number of i’s such that Li is free of type Ie1.
• β is the size of the set of j’s such that Lj is of type I and Lj+2 is of type II.
Theorem 3.1 ([Cho15], Theorem 4.12). We have an isomorphism
G˜/RuG˜ ≃
∏
i
O(V¯i, q¯i)
red × (Z/2Z)α+β .
Here, RuG˜ is the connected unipotent radical of G˜.
Put
• b is the total number of pairs of adjacent constituents Li and Li+1 that are both of type
I.
• c is the sum of dimensions of all nonzero Jordan constituents Li’s that are of type II.
• di = i · ni · (ni + 1)/2.
Theorem 3.2 ([Cho15], Theorem 5.2). Let q be the cardinality of k. The local density of
(L,QL) defined in [Cho15], denoted by β
C(L), is
βC(L) =
1
[G : G◦]
qN · q−dimG♯G˜(k),
where
N =t+
∑
i<j
i · ni · nj +
∑
i
di − b+ c,
t = the total number of Li’s that are of type I .
In the above local density formula,
♯G˜(k) = ♯RuG˜(k) · ♯(G˜/RuG˜)(k).
Remark 3.1. Due to the choice of different normalization, we can see that βC(L) = q−en(n−1)/2β(L).
Here, e is the ramification index of F over Q2. This is because the definition of the local density
used in [Cho15] is based on the congruence
A[X] ≡ B mod pNSymn(o).
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4. Reformulation of the local density formula
We are now ready to explain our main result. In this section, we show that the local density
β(L) is determined by a series of the Gross-Keating invariants and the (truncated) extended
GK datums (cf. Theorem 4.11). We keep assuming that F is unramified over Q2. Let (L,QL)
be a quadratic lattice associated to B ∈ Hndn (o).
4.1. Reduced form of Ikeda and Katsurada. Ikeda and Katsurada introduced so-called
‘reduced form’ associated to B and showed that it is optimal in [IK1]. We use a reduced form
several times in this paper and thus provide its detailed definition through definitions 4.1-4.2.
They are taken from [IK1] for synchronization. Main result of this subsection is Proposition 4.4,
which will be used in the next subsection.
Let Sn be the symmetric group of degree n. Let σ ∈ Sn be an involution i.e. σ2 = id. For a
non-decreasing sequence of non-negative integers a = (a1, · · · , an), we set
P0 = P0(σ) = {i|1 ≤ i ≤ n, i = σ(i)},
P+ = P+(σ) = {i|1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai > aσ(i)},
P− = P−(σ) = {i|1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai < aσ(i)}.
Definition 4.1 ([IK1], Definition 3.1). We say that an involution σ ∈ Sn is a-admissible if the
following three conditions are satisfied:
(i) P0 has at most two elements. If P0 has two distinct elements i and j, then ai 6≡ aj mod 2.
Moreover, if i ∈ P0, then
ai = max{aj | j ∈ P0 ∪ P+, aj ≡ ai mod 2}.
(ii) For s = 1, . . . , r, we have
#(P+ ∩ Is) ≤ 1, #(P− ∩ Is) + #(P0 ∩ Is) ≤ 1.
Here, Is is defined in Definition 2.4.
(iii) If i ∈ P−, then
aσ(i) = min{aj | j ∈ P+, aj > ai, aj ≡ ai mod 2}.
Similarly, if i ∈ P+, then
aσ(i) = max{aj | j ∈ P−, aj < ai, aj ≡ ai mod 2}.
If σ is an a-admissible involution, the pair (a, σ) is called a GK type.
Definition 4.2 ([IK1], Definition 3.2). Write B =
(
bij
) ∈ Hndn (o). Let a ∈ S(B) (cf. Definition
2.1.(1)). Let σ ∈ Sn be an a-admissible involution. We say that B is a reduced form of GK-type
(a, σ) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) If i /∈ P0, j = σ(i), and ai ≤ aj, then
GK
((
bii bij
bij bjj
))
= (ai, aj).
Note that this condition is equivalent to the following condition (by Proposition 2.3 of
[IK1]). {
ord(2bij) =
ai+aj
2 if i /∈ P0, j = σ(i);
ord(bii) = ai if i ∈ P−.
(2) if i ∈ P0, then
ord(bii) = ai.
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(3) If j 6= i, σ(i), then
ord(2bij) >
ai + aj
2
.
Theorem 4.1 ([IK1], Corollary 5.1). A reduced form is optimal. More precisely, if B is a
reduced form of GK-type (a, σ), then
GK(B) = a.
We list a few facts about the above definitions.
Remark 4.1. (1) For any given non-decreasing sequence of non-negative integers a = (a1, · · · , an),
there always exists an a-admissible involution (cf. the paragraph following Definition 3.1
of [IK1]).
(2) For B ∈ Hndn (o), there always exist a GK(B)-admissible involution σ and a reduced form
of GK type (GK(B), σ) which is equivalent to B (cf. Theorem 4.1 of [IK1]). In the next
remark 4.2, we will show that an involution σ is unique up to equivalence.
(3) The first integer of GK(L) is the exponential order of a generator of n(L) (cf. Lemma
B.1 of [Yan04]).
Remark 4.2. We say that two a-admissible involutions are equivalent if they are conjugate by
an element of Sn1 × · · · × Snr . Here, we follow the notation introduced in Definition 2.4 to
specify the integers n1, · · · , nr. If σ is an a-admissible involution, then the equivalence class of
σ is determined by
(4.1) #(P+ ∩ Is), #(P− ∩ Is), #(P0 ∩ Is)
for 1 ≤ s ≤ r (cf. the paragraph following Remark 4.1 in [IK1]).
Let σ and τ be GK(B)-admissible involutions associated to reduced forms of GK types
(GK(B), σ) and (GK(B), τ), respectively, which are equivalent to a given symmetric matrix
B. Then σ and τ are equivalent (cf. Theorem 4.2 of [IK1]). Therefore, the above sets in (4.1)
for B are independent of the choice of a GK(B)-admissible involution with a reduced form.
For example, let a = (0, 0, 2) be the GK-invariant of symmetric matrices B and B′. Let σ
(resp. τ) be an associated a-admissible involution to B (resp. B′) such that σ(1) = 2, σ(3) = 3
(resp. τ(1) = 1, τ(2) = 3). Since σ is not equivalent to τ , we can find that B and B′ are not
equivalent.
Lemma 4.2. If GK(B) = (a1, · · · , an), then
GK(2lB) = (a1 + l, · · · , an + l).
Proof. If X is a reduced form of GK-type (a, σ) associated to B, then 2lX is also a reduced form
of GK-type (a+ l, σ) associated to 2lB. Here, a+ l = (a1 + l, · · · , an + l) for a = (a1, · · · , an).
This completes the proof by Theorem 4.1. 
Let σ ∈ Sn be an a-admissible involution and let τ ∈ Sm be a b-admissible involution. Let
a ∪ b be a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative integers. We choose embeddings of a and b
into a ∪ b. The involution σ ∪ τ is defined as an element in Sn+m such that the restriction of
σ ∪ τ to a (resp. b) along the embedding is the same as σ (resp. τ). If we assume that both
P0(σ) and P+(σ) are empty (thus P−(σ) is empty as well), i.e. σ(i) 6= i and ai = aσ(i) for any
1 ≤ i ≤ n, then it is easy to show that σ ∪ τ is an a ∪ b-admissible involution for any pair of
embeddings from a and b into a ∪ b.
Lemma 4.3. Let B = X⊥Y of size (n + 2) × (n + 2) and let X = 2l
(
2u w
w 2v
)
with a unit
w ∈ o and u, v ∈ o. Then
GK(B) = GK(X) ∪GK(Y ).
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Proof. Note that GK(X) = (l + 1, l + 1) by Proposition 2.3 of [IK1] and Lemma 4.2. Let
a = GK(X) and let σ be the associated non-trivial a-admissible involution (i.e. σ(1) = 2). Then
P0(σ) and P+(σ) are empty and X is a reduced form of GK-type (a, σ).
Let Y ′ be a reduced form of GK-type (b, τ) which is equivalent to Y , where b = GK(Y ).
The existence of a reduced form is guaranteed by Remark 4.1.(2). The argument explained just
before this Lemma yields that σ ∪ τ is an a ∪ b-admissible involution. Let (e1, · · · , en+2) be a
basis determining the symmetric matrix X⊥Y ′. We reorder the basis (e1, · · · , en+2) so as to
be compatible with a ∪ b, denoted by (e′1, · · · , e′n+2). Then the symmetric matrix equivalent to
X⊥Y ′, associated to the reordered basis (e′1, · · · , e′n+2), is a reduced form of GK-type (a∪b, σ∪τ)
by Definition 4.2. The lemma then follows from Theorem 4.1. 
In general, let B = ⊕Bi be a Jordan splitting such that Bi is i-modular of size ni × ni. By a
Jordan splitting, we mean that B is an orthogonal sum of Bi’s and each Bi is of the form 2
iB′i,
where B′i is unimodular, i.e. all entries of B
′
i are elements in o and the determinant of B
′
i is a
unit in o. Each unimodular symmetric matrix B′i is one of the following forms (cf. Theorem 2.4
of [Cho15]): 

(
⊕
k
(
2ak uk
uk 2bk
)
) : type II;
(
⊕
k
(
2ak uk
uk 2bk
)
)⊕ (u) : type Io;
(
⊕
k
(
2ak uk
uk 2bk
)
)⊕ (u)⊕ (v) : type Ie.
Here, ak, bk ∈ o and uk, u, v are units in o. Then we have the following reduction formula about
GK(B) by using the above lemma inductively.
Proposition 4.4. Let B = ⊕Bi be a Jordan splitting such that Bi is i-modular of size ni× ni.
As explained above, we write Bi = B
†
i⊥B‡i such that B†i is of type II and B‡i is empty (if Bi is
of type II), of rank 1 (if Bi is of type I
o), or of rank 2 (if Bi is of type I
e). Then
GK(B) = GK(⊕B†i ) ∪GK(⊕B‡i )
and
GK(⊕B†i ) = (
⋃
Li:of type II
(i+ 1, i+ 1)ni/2)∪
(
⋃
Li:of type I
0
(i+ 1, i+ 1)(ni−1)/2) ∪ (
⋃
Li:of type Ie
(i+ 1, i + 1)(ni−2)/2).
Here, (i+ 1, i+ 1)ni/2 = ∪ni/2(i+ 1, i + 1) and so on.
Proof. If B†i is i-modular of type II, then it is isometric to an orthogonal sum of 2× 2 matrices
of the form 2i
(
2a u
u 2b
)
with a unit u ∈ o and a, b ∈ o as explained in the paragraph just before
this proposition. Then the proposition follows from the above lemma inductively. 
4.2. Description in terms of GK(L⊕−L). In this subsection, we explain that some types of
each Li, defined in Section 3, are recovered from GK(L⊕−L) (cf. Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7).
Let (−L,Q−L) be the quadratic lattice associated to −B ∈ Hndn (o). Let
L =
⊕
i
Li
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be a Jordan splitting such that s(Li) = (2
i), allowing Li to be the zero lattice. Put ni = rankoLi.
Then
L⊕−L =
⊕
i
(Li ⊕−Li)
is a Jordan splitting of L⊕−L such that s(Li ⊕−Li) = (2i).
The Gross-Keating invariant of L⊕−L is computed as follows:
Proposition 4.5. We have that
GK(L⊕−L) =
⋃
i
GK(Li ⊕−Li).
Here,
GK(Li ⊕−Li) =


(i+ 1, · · · , i+ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2ni
) if Li is of type II;
(i+ 1, · · · , i+ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2ni−2
) ∪ (i, i + 2) if Li is of type I.
Proof. If Li is of type I (resp. II), then Li ⊕−Li is of type Ie (resp. II). We choose a basis of
Li ⊕−Li whose associated symmetric matrix is

2i(
⊕
k
(
2ak uk
uk 2bk
)
) if Li is of type II;
2i(
⊕
k
(
2ak uk
uk 2bk
)
)⊕ 2i
(
1 1
1 2ci
)
if Li is of type I
by Theorem 2.4 of [Cho15]. Here ci is contained in the maximal ideal (2) of o.
Then the symmetric matrix of L⊕−L consisting of the orthogonal sum of the above matrices
is a reduced form. This completes the proof. 
In the above proposition, let Li be of type I. Let σ be a GK(L⊕ −L)-admissible involution
associated to a reduced form described in the above proof. Then σ permutes i and i + 2 since
2i
(
1 1
1 2ci
)
is a reduced form whose Gross-Keating invariant is (i, i + 2) (cf. Definition 4.2).
Thus, by Remark 4.2, any GK(L ⊕ −L)-admissible involution associated to any reduced form
of L⊕−L permutes i and i+ 2. Using this, we can recover the parity type and the rank of Li
from GK(L⊕−L) in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. Let GK(L⊕−L) = (a1, · · · , a2n) and let σ be a GK(L⊕−L)-admissible involution
associated to a reduced form of L⊕ −L. For each i ∈ Z, we define two numbers Ai and Bi as
follows: { Ai = #{at ∈ GK(L⊕−L)|at = i+ 1 and at = aσ(t)};
Bi = #{at ∈ GK(L⊕−L)|at = i and aσ(t) = i+ 2}.
Here Ai is even (possibly zero) and Bi is either 0 or 1. Then we have the following type of Li
depending on Ai and Bi:

Li : type II, ni = Ai/2 if Bi = 0;
Li : type I
o, ni = Ai/2 + 1 if Bi = 1 and Ai ≡ 0 mod 4;
Li : type I
e, ni = Ai/2 + 1 if Bi = 1 and Ai ≡ 2 mod 4.
Note that these two numbers Ai and Bi are independent of the choice of σ by Remark 4.2.
The above corollary depends on the equivalence class of an involution σ. In the next corollary,
we will obtain Ai and Bi directly from GK(L⊕−L), without considering σ, under the assumption
that each parity type of Li is known.
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Corollary 4.7. Let Ci = #{at ∈ GK(L⊕ −L)|at = i+ 1}. Assume that the parity type of Li is
given. Then
Bi =
{
0 if Li is of parity type II;
1 if Li is of parity type I.
In addition, we have the following description of Ai in terms of Ci.
Ai =


Ci if both Li−1 and Li+1 are of parity type II;
Ci − 1 if only one of Li−1 and Li+1 is of parity type I;
Ci − 2 if both Li−1 and Li+1 are of parity type I.
Remark 4.3. We note that EGK(L ⊕ −L) as well as GK(L ⊕ −L) is not enough to determine
the local density β(L). As an example, Let L be a quadratic lattice associated to
(
1 0
0 1
)
and
let M be a quadratic lattice associated to
(
1 0
0 3
)
. Then L is unimodular of type Ie1 and M is
unimodular of type Ie2 so that they have the different local densities. But we can easily show
that
EGK(L⊕−L) = EGK(M ⊕−M) = (1, 2, 1; 0, 1, 2; 1, 1, 1).
4.3. Truncated EGK. Remark 4.3 implies that we still need subtler Gross-Keating invariant
than GK(L⊕−L) to completely determine the local density β(L). To do that, we consider the
normalized quadratic lattice (L ∩ 2iL♯, 1
2i
Q) for each integer i such that Li is nonzero, where
L =
⊕
i≥0 Li is a Jordan splitting with s(Li) = (2
i). Note that L ∩ 2iL♯ is denoted by Ai in
Section 3. We can choose a Jordan splitting L ∩ 2iL♯ =⊕k≥0Mj with s(Mj) = (2j) such that
M0 = Li (cf. Remark 2.8 of [Cho15]). In this subsection and the next subsection, the quadratic
lattice L ∩ 2iL♯, for each i such that Li is nonzero, is meant to be the normalized quadratic
lattice as described above.
Let GK(L ∩ 2iL♯) = (a1, · · · , an). We define the nonnegative integer mi for each i such that
mi = #{aj ∈ GK(L ∩ 2iL♯)|aj = 1}.
We write a reduced form Bi =

Bi00 Bi01 Bi02Bi10 Bi11 Bi12
Bi20 B
i
21 B
i
22

 associated to the quadratic lattice L ∩ 2iL♯,
where GK(Bi00) (respectively GK(B
i
11)) consists of 0 (respectively 1) and the first integer of
GK(Bi22) is at least 2. The reduced form B
i has the following properties, which do not depend
on a chosen reduced form:

If Li is of type I, then the rank of B
i
00 is 1 (cf. Proposition 4.4 and Remark 4.1.(3));
If Li is of type II, then B
i
00 is empty (cf. Proposition 4.4);
Bi11 is an mi ×mi-matrix.
Let qi11 be the quadratic form associated to B
i
11 and let q¯
i
11 be the quadratic form 1/2 · qi11
modulo 2. By using the definition of a reduced form given in Definition 4.2, the quadratic form
q¯i11 is indeed the same as the nonsingular quadratic form q¯i lying over the quadratic space V¯i,
which is explained in Section 3. Thus the quadratic form q¯i11 is independent of the choice of a
reduced form Bi. We obtain the following result:
Lemma 4.8. Let GK(L ∩ 2iL♯) = (a1, · · · , an) and let mi = #{aj ∈ GK(L ∩ 2iL♯)|aj = 1}.
Then
mi = dim V¯i.
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We denote by GK(L∩2iL♯)≤1 (respectively EGK(L∩2iL♯)≤1 ) the truncation of GK(L∩2iL♯)
(respectively EGK(L∩2iL♯)) restricted to a reduced form
(
Bi00 B
i
01
Bi10 B
i
11
)
, so that the only integers
appeared in GK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 are 0 or 1. Thus the truncated EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 is much simpler
than EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯).
Proposition 4.9. We have a formula of EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 as follows: (for the notion of EGK,
see Definition 2.5):
(1) Assume that mi is even. Then we have
EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 =
{
(1,mi; 0, 1; 1, ζ2) if Li is of type I;
(mi; 1; ζ1) if Li is of type II.
Here,
q¯i11 = q¯i is split if and only if ζ2 = 1 (resp. ζ1 = 1) in the first case (resp. the second case).
(2) Assume that mi is odd. Then we have
EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 =
{
(1,mi; 0, 1; 1, 0) if Li is of type I;
(mi; 1; 1) if Li is of type II.
Before proving the proposition, we state the following corollary, which is a direct consequence
of the proposition.
Corollary 4.10. EGK(L∩2iL♯)≤1 is independent of the choice of a reduced form B. In addition,
the splitness of q¯i11 is determined by EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1.
Proof of Proposition 4.9. We first assume that mi is even and that Li is of type I. Then by
Proposition 3.1 of [IK1] and Theorem 2.4 of [Cho15], we have that(
Bi00 B
i
01
Bi10 B
i
11
)
∼= (ǫ) ⊥
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥ · · · ⊥
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥
(
2 1
1 2a
)
for ǫ ≡ 1 mod 2 and a ∈ o. Note that the right hand side is a reduced form. Thus we can see
that EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 = (1,mi; 0, 1; 1, ζ2). To analyze the argument about ζ2, we observe that
the condition that q¯i11 is split is equivalent to saying that the equation x
2 + x + a¯ = 0 has a
solution over k. Here a¯ is the image of a in k.
On the other hand, the condition ζ2 = 1 is equivalent to the condition that
(
Bi00 B
i
01
Bi10 B
i
11
)
is
split over F , equivalently (ǫ) ⊥
(
2 1
1 2a
)
is isotropic over F . This is equivalent that the equation
x2 + x+ a+ 2ǫ = 0 has a solution over o by Hensel’s lemma.
Hensel’s lemma also yields that the argument of saying that the equation x2 + x+ a¯ = 0 has
a solution over k is equivalent that the equation x2+ x+ a+2ǫ = 0 has a solution over o. Thus
this verifies our claim about ζ2.
Secondly, we assume that mi is even and that Li is of type II so that B
i
00 is empty. Then as
in the above case, we have that
Bi11
∼=
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥ · · · ⊥
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥
(
2 1
1 2a
)
for a ∈ o, so that EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 = (mi; 1; ζ1) and F (
√
DBi11
) = F (
√
1− 4a).
Then it is easy to see that the field extension F (
√
1− 4a)/F is either trivial or nontrivial
unramified. In addition, F (
√
1− 4a)/F is trivial, equivalently ζ1 = 1, if and only if the equation
x2 + x+ a¯ = 0 has a solution over k, equivalently q¯i11 is split. This verifies our claim about ζ1.
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We now assume that mi is odd. If Li is of type I, then(
Bi00 B
i
01
Bi10 B
i
11
)
∼= (ǫ) ⊥
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥ · · · ⊥
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥
(
2 1
1 2a
)
⊥ (2ǫ′)
for ǫ, ǫ′ units in o and a ∈ o. Since the right hand side is a reduced form, we can easily see that
EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 = (1,mi; 0, 1; 1, 0).
If Li is of type II, then B
i
00 is empty and
Bi11
∼=
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥ · · · ⊥
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊥
(
2 1
1 2a
)
⊥ (2ǫ′)
for ǫ a unit in o and a ∈ o. On the other hand, the quadratic lattice associated to
(
2 1
1 2a
)
⊥
(2ǫ′) is always isotropic, which can be proved by using Hensel’s lemma. Thus we have that
EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 = (mi; 1; 1). 
4.4. Final result. We now state our main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.11. The local density β(L) is completely determined by GK(L⊕−L) and EGK(L∩
2iL♯)≤1 for every integer i such that Li is nonzero, where L = ⊕iLi is a Jordan splitting. In
other words, for given two quadratic lattices L,M satisfying{
GK(L⊕−L) = GK(M ⊕−M);
EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 = EGK(M ∩ 2iM ♯)≤1 for any i,
we have that
β(L) = β(M).
Proof. Firstly, by Proposition 4.9, the parity type of Li is I if and only if 0 ∈ GK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1.
Thus by Corollary 4.7 and Corollary 4.6, GK(L ⊕ −L) determines the integer β in Theorem
3.1 and the integer N in Theorem 3.2. Secondly, by Lemma 4.8 and Proposition 4.9, EGK(L ∩
2iL♯)≤1 determines the quadratic space V¯i (and thus #O(V¯i, q¯i)
red). Thus it suffices to show
that the integer α in Theorem 3.1 is determined by GK(L⊕−L) and GK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1.
Since GK(L ⊕ −L) determines each parity type and the rank of Li (cf. corollaries 4.6 and
4.7), we assume that Li is free of type I
e. Since Li is of type I
e
1 if and only if the dimension of
V¯i is odd, Lemma 4.8 completes the proof. 
Remark 4.4. As in Remark 4.3, the series of EGK(L ∩ 2iL♯)≤1 for every integer i is not enough
to describe the local density β(L). As an example, Let L be a quadratic lattice associated to

(
0 1
1 0
)
0
0
(
1 0
0 3
)

 and let M be a quadratic lattice associated to


(
0 1
1 0
)
0
0 1

. Then L
is unimodular of type Ie and M is unimodular of type Io so that they have the different local
densities. But we can easily show that
EGK(L)≤1 = EGK(M)≤1(= EGK(M)) = (1, 2; 0, 1; 1, 1).
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In this appendix, we calculate the local density of a binary form over a dyadic field F which
may not be an unramified extension of Q2. Let o be the ring of integers of F , p the maximal
ideal of o, and ̟ a prime element of F . We define the integer e by |2|−1 = qe, where q = [o : p].
As we have assumed that F is dyadic, e is equal to the ramification index of F/Q2.
Let (L,Q) and (L1, Q1) be quadratic lattices of rank n over o. We say that (L,Q) and (L1, Q1)
are weakly equivalent if there exist an isomorphism ι : L → L1 and a unit u ∈ o× such that
uQ1(ι(x)) = Q(x) for any x ∈ L. Similarly, we say that B,B1 ∈ Hn(o) are weakly equivalent if
there exist a unimodular matrix U ∈ GLn(o) and a unit u ∈ o× such that uB1 = B[U ]. If B and
B1 are weakly equivalent, then GK(B) = GK(B1). Recall that a half-integral symmetric matrix
B ∈ Hn(o) is primitive if ̟−1B /∈ Hn(o). Put GK(B) = (a1, a2, . . . , an). Then B is primitive if
and only if a1 = 0.
Let E/F be a semi-simple quadratic algebra. This means that E is a quadratic extension
of F or E = F ⊕ F . The non-trivial automorphism of E/F is denoted by x 7→ x¯. Note that
if E = F ⊕ F , we have (x1, x2) = (x2, x1). Let oE be the maximal order of E. In the case
E = F ⊕ F , oE = o⊕ o. The discriminant ideal of E/F is denoted by DE. When E = F ⊕ F ,
we understand DE = o. Put d = ord(DE) and
ξ =


1 if E = F ⊕ F ,
−1 if E/F is unramified quadratic extension,
0 if E/F is ramified quadratic extension.
We say that E/F is unramified, if d = 0. Note that d ∈ {2g | g ∈ Z, 0 ≤ g ≤ e} ∪ {2e+ 1}. The
order oE,f of conductor f for E/F is defined by oE,f = o + p
foE . Any open o-subring of oE is
of the form oE,f for some non-negative integer f .
Proposition A.1 ([IK1], Proposition 2.1). Let B ∈ Hnd2 (o) be a primitive half-integral sym-
metric matrix of size 2 and (L,Q) its associated quadratic lattice. Put E = F (
√
DB)/F . When
DB ∈ F×2, we understand E = F ⊕ F . Put f = (ord(DB)− ord(DE))/2. Then f is an integer
and (L,Q) is weakly equivalent to (oE,f ,N ), where N is the norm form for E/F .
Proposition A.2 ([IK1], Proposition 2.2). The Gross-Keating invariant of the binary quadratic
form (L,Q) = (oE,f ,N ) is given by{
(0, 2f) if E/F is unramified,
(0, 2f + 1) if E/F is ramified.
The following lemma is well-known.
Lemma A.3. We have
[o× : o×2(1 + pf )] =
{
q[
f
2 ] if 0 < f ≤ 2e,
2qe if f > 2e.
Choose ω ∈ oE such that oE = o + oω. If E/F is unramified, then ordE(ω) = 0. It E/F is
ramified, then we may assume ω is a prime element of E. Put h = ordE(ω).
We fix an o-module isomorphism o2 ≃ oE,f by (x, y) 7→ x+̟fωy. By this isomorphism, we
identify o2 and oE,f . We consider a quadratic form Q(x, y) by
Q(x, y) = N (x+̟fωy) = x2 +̟f tr(ω)xy +̟2fN (ω)y2.
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An o-endomorphism of oE,f is expressed as
Uα,β(x+̟
fωy) = αx+ β̟fωy
for some α ∈ oE,f and β ∈ (̟fω)−1oE,f . Note that Uα,α ◦ Uβ,γ = Uαβ,αγ . Note also that
Q(Uα,β(x, y)) = N (α)x2 +̟f tr(α¯ωβ)xy +̟2fN (ωβ)y2.
We shall determine when Q ◦ Uα,β ≡ Q mod pN , where N is a sufficiently large integer. Put
VN = {α ∈ oE,f |N (α) ≡ 1 mod pN}.
Then VN ⊂ o×E,f . Clearly, if Q ◦Uα,β ≡ Q mod pN , then α ∈ VN . Replacing Uα,β by U−1α,α ◦Uα,β ,
we may assume α = 1. Then β belongs to the set
WN =
{
β ∈ (̟fω)−1oE,f tr(ωβ) ≡ tr(ω) mod p
N−f
N (β) ≡ 1 mod pN−2f−h
}
.
Since N is sufficiently large, we have WN ⊂ o×E,f . Then the local density for (oE,f , Q) is
1
2
q3N
Vol(VN )
Vol(oE,f )
Vol(WN )
Vol((̟fω)−1oE,f )
.
Lemma A.4.
Vol(WN )
Vol((̟fω)−1oE,f )
= 2q−2N+2f+d.
Proof. For β ∈WN , we have
(β¯ − 1)(ωβ − ω¯) ≡ ωN (β)− tr(ωβ) + ω¯
≡ ω − tr(ω) + ω¯
≡ 0 mod ̟N−2foE .
Note that ordE(1− ω¯ω ) = ordE(ω−1(ω − ω¯)) = d− h. It follows that
WN ⊂ (1 +̟N−2f−doE) ∪
( ω¯
ω
+̟N−2f−doE
)
.
Put W ′N =WN ∩ (1 +̟N−2f−doE). Then we have
WN =W
′
N ∪
ω¯
ω
W ′N .
Therefore we have Vol(WN ) = 2Vol(W
′
N ). Note that
W ′N =
{
1 +̟N−2f−dγ ∈ 1 +̟N−2f−doE tr(ωγ) ≡ 0 mod p
f+d
tr(γ) ≡ 0 mod pd−h
}
.
Note that if γ = x+ ω¯y, x, y ∈ o, then(
tr(γ)
tr(ωγ)
)
=
(
2 tr(ω)
tr(ω) 2N (ω)
)(
x
y
)
.
Since ord
(
det
(
2 tr(ω)
tr(ω) 2N (ω)
))
= ord(ω − ω¯)2 = d, we have
Vol(W ′N )
Vol(1 +̟N−2f−doE)
= q−f−d+h.
Hence we have
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Vol(WN )
Vol((̟fω)−1oE,f )
= 2
Vol(W ′N )
Vol(1 +̟N−2f−doE)
Vol(1 +̟N−2f−doE)
Vol((̟fω)−1oE,f )
= 2q−f−d+h · q−2N+3f+2d−h
= 2q−2N+2f+d.

Lemma A.5. (1) If E/F is unramified, then
Vol(VN )
Vol(oE,f )
=


q−N (1− ξq−1) if f = 0,
q−N+[f/2] if 0 < f ≤ 2e,
2q−N+e if f > 2e.
(2) If E/F is ramified, then
Vol(VN )
Vol(oE,f )
=


2q−N+f if 0 ≤ f < [d+12 ],
q−N+[
f
2
+ d
4
] if
[
d+1
2
] ≤ f ≤ 2e− [d2],
2q−N+e if f > 2e− [d2].
Proof. We normalize the Haar measure of E and F by Vol(oE) = Vol(o) = 1. Since N is
sufficiently large, N (o×E,f ) ⊃ 1 + pN . Then we have
[o×E,f : VN ] = [N (o×E,f ) : 1 + pN ].
We have
Vol(VN )
Vol(oE,f )
=
Vol(o×E,f )
Vol(oE,f )
Vol(1 + pN )
Vol(N (o×E,f ))
=q−N+f
Vol(o×E,f )
Vol(N (o×E,f ))
.
It is easily seen that
Vol(o×E,f ) =
{
(1− q−1)(1− ξq−1) if f = 0,
q−f (1− q−1) if f > 0.
Thus it is enough to calculate Vol(N (o×E,f )). If f = 0, then
[o× : N (o×E)] =
{
1 if E/F is unramified,
2 if E/F is ramified.
This settles the case f = 0. Suppose that f > 0. Then o×E,f = o
×(1 +̟foE) and so
N (o×E,f ) = o×2 · N (1 +̟foE).
If E/F is unramified, then N (1 +̟foE) = 1 + pf . By Lemma A.3, we have
Vol(N (o×E,f )) =
{
(1− q−1)q−[ f2 ] if 0 < f ≤ 2e,
1
2(1− q−1)q−e if f > 2e,
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and so
Vol(VN )
Vol(oE,f )
=
{
q−N+[f/2] if 0 < f ≤ 2e,
2q−N+e if f > 2e.
Now suppose F/F is ramified. By Serre [Ser79], p.85, Corollary 3, we have
N (1 +̟foE) = 1 + pf+[
d
2 ]
for f ≥ [d+12 ]. It follows that
N (o×E,f ) = o×2(1 + pf+[
d
2 ])
for f ≥ [d+12 ]. By Lemma A.3, we have
Vol(N (o×E,f )) =

(1− q
−1)q−[
f
2
+ d
4
] if
[
d+1
2
] ≤ f ≤ 2e− [d2],
1
2(1− q−1)q−e if f > 2e−
[
d
2
]
,
and so
Vol(VN )
Vol(oE,f )
=

q
−N+[ f
2
+ d
4
] if
[
d+1
2
] ≤ f ≤ 2e− [d2],
2q−N+e if f > 2e− [d2].
Finally, suppose that 0 < f <
[
d+1
2
]
. In this case, by Shimura [Shi10], Lemma 21.13 (v), we
have
N (1 +̟foE) = (1 + p2f ) ∩ N (o×E).
Since 1 + pd−1 6⊂ N (o×E), we have N (1 +̟foE) $ 1 + p2f . Hence
Vol(N (1 +̟foE)) = 1
2
Vol(1 + p2f ) =
1
2
q−2f .
On the other hand, we have
N (1 +̟foE) ∩ o×2 = (1 + p2f ) ∩ N (o×E) ∩ o×2 = (1 + p2f ) ∩ o×2.
Hence
[o×2 : N (1 +̟foE) ∩ o×2] =[o×2 : (1 + p2f ) ∩ o×2]
=[o×2(1 + p2f ) : 1 + p2f ]
=
[o× : 1 + p2f ]
[o× : o×2(1 + p2f )]
=qf (1− q−1).
It follows that
Vol(N (o×E,f )) =Vol(N (1 +̟foE))[o×2 · N (1 +̟foE) : N (1 +̟foE)]
=
1
2
q−2f [o×2 : N (1 +̟foE) ∩ o×2]
=
1
2
q−f (1− q−1).
Hence we have
Vol(VN )
Vol(oE,f )
= 2q−N+f
in this case. This proves the lemma. 
By Lemma A.4 and Lemma A.5, we obtain the following formula.
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Proposition A.6. (1) Assume that E is unramified. Then the local density of (L,Q) =
(oE,f ,N ) is given by
β(L) =


1− ξq−1 if f = 0,
q[f/2]+2f if 0 < f ≤ 2e,
2qe+2f if f > 2e.
(2) Assume that E is ramified and that d = 2g ≤ 2e. Then the local density of (L,Q) =
(oE,f ,N ) is given by
β(L) =


2q3f+2g if 0 ≤ f < g,
q[
f
2
+ g
2
]+2f+2g if g ≤ f ≤ 2e− g,
2q2f+e+2g if f > 2e− g.
(3) Assume that E is ramified and that d = 2e + 1. Then the local density of (L,Q) =
(oE,f ,N ) is given by
β(L) =
{
2q3f+2e+1 if 0 ≤ f < e+ 1,
2q2f+3e+1 if f ≥ e+ 1.
Next, we calculate GK(L⊕−L).
Proposition A.7. Suppose that (L,Q) = (oE,f ,N ).
(1) Assume that E is unramified. Then L⊕−L is equivalent to a reduced form of GK type
(a, σ), where
(a, σ) =


((0, 0, 0, 0), (12)(34)) if f = 0,
((0, f, f, 2f), (14)(23)) if 0 < f < 2e,
((0, 2e, 2f − 2e, 2f), (12)(34)) if f ≥ 2e.
(2) Assume that E is ramified and that d ≤ 2e. Put g = d/2. Then L⊕−L is equivalent to
a reduced form of GK type (a, σ), where
(a, σ) =


((0, 2f + 1, 2g − 1, 2g + 2f), (14)(23)) if 0 ≤ f ≤ g − 1,
((0, g + f, g + f, 2g + 2f), (14)(23)) if g ≤ f < 2e− g,
((0, 2e, 2g + 2f − 2e, 2g + 2f), (12)(34)) if f ≥ 2e− g.
(3) Assume that E is ramified and that d = 2e+1. Then L⊕−L is equivalent to a reduced
form of GK type (a, σ), where
(a, σ) =
{
((0, 2f + 1, 2e, 2e + 2f + 1), (13)(24)) if 0 ≤ f < e,
((0, 2e, 2f + 1, 2e + 2f + 1), (12)(34)) if f ≥ e.
Proof. Let B ∈ H2(o) be a half-integral symmetric matrix associated to (L,Q). Suppose that
E/F is unramified. If f = 0, then we have B ⊥ −B ∼
(
0 1/2
1/2 0
)
⊥
(
0 1/2
1/2 0
)
. Suppose
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that f > 0. Then we may assume
B =


(
1 ̟f/2
̟f/2 u̟2f
)
if 0 < f < 2e,
(
1 0
0 v̟2f−2e
)
if f ≥ 2e,
where u ∈ o and −v ∈ 1 + p2e. Then we have
B ⊥ −B ∼




1 ̟f/2
̟f/2 u̟2f
1 ̟f/2
̟f/2 u̟2f
1 ̟f/2
̟f/2 u̟2f
0 0
0 0

 if 0 < f < 2e,


1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
v̟2f−2e v̟2f−2e
v̟2f−2e 0

 if f ≥ 2e.
It is easy to check that these are reduced form of GK types ((0, f, f, 2f), (14)(23)) and (0, 2e, 2f−
2e, 2f), (12)(34)), respectively.
Suppose that E/F is ramified and d = 2g ≤ 2e. Then we may assume
B =


(
1 ̟g+f/2
̟g+f/2 u̟2f+1
)
if 0 < f < 2e− g,
(
1 0
0 v̟2g+2f−2e
)
if f ≥ 2e− g,
where u ∈ o× and −v ∈ (1 + p2e−2g+1) \ (1 + p2e−2g+2). Then we have
B ⊥ −B ∼




1 0 1 ̟g+f/2
0 −u̟2f+1 ̟g+f/2 u̟2f+1
1 ̟g+f/2 0 0
̟g+f/2 u̟2f+1 0 0

 if f < 2e− g,


1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
v̟2g+2f−2e v̟2g+2f−2e
v̟2g+2f−2e 0

 if f ≥ 2e− g.
If 0 ≤ f ≤ g − 1, then the first matrix is a reduced form of GK type ((0, 2f + 1, 2g − 1, 2g +
2f), (14)(23)). If g ≤ f < 2e − g, then the first matrix is a reduced form of GK type ((0, g +
f, g+ f, 2g+2f), (14)(23)). If f ≥ 2e− g, then the second matrix is a reduced form of GK type
((0, 2e, 2g + 2f − 2e, 2g + 2f), (12)(34)).
Finally, suppose that E/F is ramified and d = 2e+ 1. Then we may assume
B =
(
1 0
0 u̟2f+1
)
,
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where u ∈ o×. Then we have
B ⊥ −B ∼




1 0
0 u̟2f+1
1 0
0 u̟2f+1
1 0
0 u̟2f+1
0 0
0 0

 if f < e,


1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
u̟2f+1 u̟2f+1
u̟2f+1 0

 if f ≥ e.
If 0 ≤ f < e, then the first matrix is a reduced form of GK type ((0, 2f + 1, 2e, 2e + 2f +
1), (13)(24)). If f ≥ e, then the first matrix is a reduced form of GK type ((0, 2e, 2f + 1, 2e +
2f + 1), (12)(34)). Hence we proved the proposition. 
By Corollary 5.1 of [IK1], we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition A.8. Suppose that (L,Q) = (oE,f ,N ).
(1) Assume that E is unramified. Then we have
GK(L⊕−L) =


(0, 0, 0, 0) if f = 0,
(0, f, f, 2f) if 0 < f < 2e,
(0, 2e, 2f − 2e, 2f) if f ≥ 2e.
(2) Assume that E is ramified and that d = 2g ≤ 2e. Then we have
GK(L⊕−L) =


(0, 2f + 1, 2g − 1, 2g + 2f) if 0 ≤ f ≤ g − 1,
(0, g + f, g + f, 2g + 2f) if g ≤ f < 2e− g,
(0, 2e, 2g + 2f − 2e, 2g + 2f) if f ≥ 2e− g.
(3) Assume that E is ramified and that d = 2e+ 1. Then we have
GK(L⊕−L) =
{
(0, 2f + 1, 2e, 2e + 2f + 1) if 0 ≤ f < e,
(0, 2e, 2f + 1, 2e + 2f + 1) if f ≥ e.
We also calculate the Gross-Keating invariant GK(L∩̟iL♯) for (L∩̟iL♯, Q). Here, we do not
consider the normalized quadratic form on L ∩̟iL♯, contrast to the beginning of Section 4.3.
However, using our result, one can easily get the Gross-Keating invariant for the normalized
quadratic lattice (L ∩ ̟iL♯, 1
2i
Q) (cf. Lemma 4.2). Recall that the Gross-Keating invariant
(a1, a2) of a binary form (L
′, Q′) is determined by
a1 = n(L
′),
a1 + a2 =
{
ord(4 detQ′) if ord(DQ′) = 0,
ord(4 detQ′)− ord(DL) + 1 if ord(DQ′) > 0.
Here, DQ′ is the discriminant of F (
√− detQ′)/F .
Proposition A.9. Suppose that (L,Q) = (oE,f ,N ).
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(1) Assume that E is unramified. If f ≤ e, then we have
GK(L ∩̟iL♯) =
{
(0, 2f) if i ≤ f − e,
(2i− 2f + 2e, 2i + 2e) if i > f − e.
If f > e, then we have
GK(L ∩̟iL♯) =


(0, 2f) if i ≤ 0,
(2i, 2f) if 0 < i ≤ f − e,
(2f − 2e, 2i + 2e) if f − e < i ≤ 2f − 2e,
(2i− 2f + 2e, 2i + 2e) if i > 2f − 2e.
(2) Assume that E is ramified and that d = 2g ≤ 2e. Then if f ≤ e− g, then we have
GK(L ∩̟iL♯) =
{
(0, 2f + 1) if i ≤ f − e+ g,
(2i− 2f + 2e− 2g, 2i + 2e− 2g + 1) if i > f − e+ g.
If f > e− g, then we have
GK(L ∩̟iL♯) =


(0, 2f + 1) if i ≤ 0,
(2i, 2f + 1) if 0 ≤ i ≤ f − e+ g,
(2f − 2e+ 2g, 2i + 2e− 2g + 1) if f − e+ g + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2f + 2g − 2e,
(2i− 2f + 2e− 2g, 2i + 2e− 2g + 1) if i > 2f + 2g − 2e.
(3) Assume that E is ramified and that d = 2e+ 1. Then we have
GK(L ∩̟iL♯) =


(0, 2f + 1) if i ≤ 0,
(2i, 2f + 1) if 0 ≤ i ≤ f ,
(2f + 1, 2i) if f + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2f + 1,
(2i − 2f − 1, 2i) if i > 2f + 1.
Proof. Let B ∈ H2(o) be a half-integral symmetric matrix associated to (L,Q). Suppose that
E/F is unramified. First we consider the case f ≤ e. Then we may assume
B =
(
1 ̟f/2
̟f/2 u̟2f
)
,
where u ∈ o. In particular, ̟−f+eB ∈ GL2(o). It follows that L♯ = ̟−f+eL, and so
L ∩̟iL♯ =
{
L if i ≤ f − e,
̟i−f+eL if i > f − e.
Next, suppose that f > e. Then we may assume
B =
(
1 0
0 v̟2f−2e
)
,
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where −v ∈ 1 + p2e. Then a half-integral symmetric matrix associated to (L ∩̟iL♯, Q) is

(
1 0
0 v̟2f−2e
)
if i ≤ 0,(
̟2i 0
0 v̟2f−2e
)
if 0 < i ≤ f − e,(
v̟2f−2e 0
0 ̟2i
)
if f − e < i ≤ 2f − 2e,(
v̟2i−2f+2e 0
0 ̟2i
)
if i > 2f − 2e.
This settles the case when E/F is unramified.
Assume that E is ramified and d = 2g ≤ 2e. If f ≤ e− g, then we may assume
B =
(
1 ̟f+g/2
̟f+g/2 u̟2f+1
)
,
where u ∈ o×. In particular, ̟e−f−gB ∈ GL2(o). It follows that L♯ = ̟e−f−gL, and so
L ∩̟iL♯ =
{
L if i ≤ f + g − e,
̟i−f+e−gL if i > f + g − e.
Suppose that f > e− g. Then we may assume
B =
(
1 0
0 v̟2f−2e+2g
)
,
where ord(v+1) = 2e−2g+1. Then a half-integral symmetric matrix associated to (L∩̟iL♯, Q)
is 

(
1 0
0 v̟2f−2e+2g
)
if i ≤ 0,(
̟2i 0
0 v̟2f−2e+2g
)
if 0 < i ≤ f − e+ g,(
v̟2f−2e+2g 0
0 ̟2i
)
if f − e+ g < i ≤ 2f + 2g − 2e,(
v̟2i−2f+2e−2g 0
0 ̟2i
)
if i > 2f + 2g − 2e.
This proves (2).
Finally, suppose that E/F is ramified and that d = 2e+ 1. Then we may assume
B =
(
1 0
0 u̟2f+1
)
,
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where u ∈ o×. Then a half-integral symmetric matrix associated to (L ∩̟iL♯, Q) is

(
1 0
0 ̟2f+1u
)
if i ≤ 0,(
̟2i 0
0 ̟2f+1u
)
if 0 < i ≤ f ,(
̟2f+1u 0
0 ̟2i
)
if f < i ≤ 2f + 1,(
̟2i−2f−1u 0
0 ̟2i
)
if i > 2f + 1.
This proves (3). 
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